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	Text Field 3: There are three main focuses for this chapter: guns at home, guns at school and guns in public. Gun owners often claim that the guns in their home make their homes safer places. But guns are putting families in more danger by increasing the risk of unintentional firearm injuries, suicides and homicides. For households, proper gun storage is a matter of life and death. People who have been educated on safety and storage are less likely to keep the gun properly secured. Policy measures can be effective ways to encourage safe gun storage, although it's worth noting that reports of the efficacy of liability laws are not consistent across states.At American schools, the nature of gun violence is changing from gang-related or single-victim incidents at urban schools to suburban school shootings with multiple victims. The most common link between all students who reported bringing a gun to school is that they had access to a gun at home. College campuses are also struggling with gun violence.Between 1985 and 2003, 33 states changed their laws from may issue (the police has control and can deny a permit applicant) to shall issue (any applicant meeting a set standard will receive a permit) laws, although the majority of the public support stricter gun laws. There is a lot of conflicting data, but the most reliable studies suggest that more permissive policies increase the amount of gun violence in society.
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	Text Field 12: "For every self-defense homicide involving a firearm kept in the home, there were 1.3 accidental deaths, 4.6 criminal homicides, and 37 firearm suicides (Kellermann and Reay 1986)." pg 80"Although the gun lobby spent some $3.8 million on the campaign [to have more permissive gun-carrying laws in Missouri], an amount far greater than its opponents, the measure went down to defeat, as suburban white voters and black city voters more than offset the support of rural Missourians...Nonetheless, in 2003, state lawmakers, overriding the governor's veto, voted to make Missouri a permissive gun-carrying state (Kansas CIty Star 2003)." pg. 99


